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The economic and social development

1.

of the poor countries is now no

longer conditional upon the generation of new scientific
the

the1 middle of the last century.

until

case

knowledge, as was

The world storehouse of

technological expertise, accumulated in the developed countries since the
Industrial

Revolution, was responsible for raising their income per capita

nearly ten times over the last 100 years.

If only the available and

essential

technical knowledge can be transferred to most

continues

to

ill-fed, ill-clad, ill-housed, and illiterate, their

remain

transformation can be

socio-economic

Over the long span of history

2.
have

taken

was

of

use

world.^

While the "so-called"

(and in the west in general)

the taming and domestication of animals; the evolution of

fire;

smelting of

and later the

methods

of

rudder of

ores

the invention of pottery and the art of weaving;

and the exploitation of metal; the fabrication of paper,

technique of printing;

the decimal system of numerals and

calculation; the creation of the marine compass and the stern-post
the use of the crankshaft and the windmill, and a host of

ships;

other

innovations

today

as

originated in parts of the world that would be classified

"developing." Mediaeval Europe borrowed both science and technology

from them.

Prom

a

historical perspective the alleged superiority

developed" countries is thus of very recent origin.

ago

+

technological and social innovations

concentrated in Europe

agriculture and irrigation;

"

rapidly.-^

of the major advances preceding it took place in areas other than Europe.

many

the

accomplished quite

place at various places in the

industrial revolution

The

of mankind which

Only

a

few centuries

the flow of science and technology was in the other direction;

The author is

Development;
buted to

_l/This

was

staff member of the United Rations

a

of the

innovations

Conference on Trade

r~

1

the views expressed herein are personal and need not be attri¬

the organisation.

also amply recognised by O.P. Snow, who in his The Two Cultures end
1963)» P«73> wrote! We cannot avoid the realisation

Second Look, (New York,
that science has made it

a

possible to remove unnecessary- suffering from a
to remove suffering of a kind, which in our privi¬
leged society, we have largely forgotten...
It does not require one addi¬
tional scientific discovery though new scientific discoveries must help us.
It depends on the spread of the scientific revolution over the world. There

billion individual lives

is

no

other way.

2/Por details,

P.M.S. Blackett, "Technology and World Advancement" in
(London), XV,1957? Simon S. Kuznets, Modem Economic
Growth! rate structure, and spread, (Hew Haven, 1967 edn.), p.4635 and also
David S. Landes, The Unbound Prometheus! the technological change and industrial development in Western Europe from 1750 to the present (Cambridge,
1969) PP.27-8

Advancement

see

of

Science

.hid..,:.;.
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spread from the "developing" countries' to "the "developed"
transfer that may

ones

«

technology

a

-

look odd from today's vantage point.

This background is important, for it demonstrates that the technological

3.

and the related economic gulf between the "developed" and the "developing"

gap

world

results

are

largely of the changes that occurred not too long

ago.

Economic, development in the west has been based critically on the application
of science and

technology to production.

accumulated world stock of modern

tially easier transmissibility

And

an

important feature of this

technological knowledge has been its poten¬

across

national frontiers

-

an

aspect which has

immensely increased the level of interdependence of countries in the
of

economic

growth.

4.

It is

is not

merely

recognised that the socio-economic development of countries

now

a

result of indigenous technological evolution, but also of

significant transfers
It

seems

across

geographical, political and cultural

essential therefore to

transfer between the
conditions

of

examine the

conditions

for

transfer,

as

So far,

however,

revealed by UWCTAD studies, have been highly
They have been handicapped,both

individually and collectively, by large number of constraints.
are

frontiers-^

technology for

developed and the Third World countries.

unfavourable for the Third World countries.

aspects

process

Some of the~e

discussed in this papet which first reviews the position of

developing countries in the world market for technology.

It then briefly

the major problems arising from such dependence and indicates the

surveys

main lines of action.

1

5.

.

Developing Countries in the market for technology

If technology, given its existing stock and its potentially

easy

transmissibility, followed the simple laws of fluids it would flow from
to

a

low

point.

phenomena and

Technological and income

one

gaps

is

3/

case

so

would expect the market mechanism to ensure'that technology

far

as

This, however,

technology transfer to the Third World countries

concerned.

See Landes, op.cit.,
Ch.

high

would only be transient

flowed optimally between different countries and sectors.
seldom the

a

especially CH^ 3> "Continental Emulation", and

4 "Closing the Gap".

is
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a)

Limitations of the market

6.

In this

market for

fixing of

-

regard particularly serious

technology.

One deficiency of the market mechanism is that the

eminently difficult exercise.
information.
is

usually

However,
closely

a

the imperfections of the

are

price for technical information

a

; ,_:f,

To

do

production process is

or

effectively

so

one

an

needs access to

information in the contemporary market for technology
guarded secret concentrated in the hands of

a

few large-

transnational

corporations in

to

private firm will not part with the information, no matter

say

what

that

the

a

a

handful of developed countries.

This is not

price, but only that its monopoly, 'position enables it to demand terms

and conditions

that

significantly

are

more

adverse than would prevail under

competitive market conditions.
7.

Than again there is the problem that the market mechanism does not

take

complete, account of the social benefits

nation

derives

from the transfer of

tability calculations of
market distortions
the

or

social

a

technology.

the

or

negative)

that

a

For instance, private profi¬

transnational firm in

do not reflect

costs

(positive
a

developing country with

social value of training local

of importing wrong or inappropriate technology.

personnel
Such

divergence between social and private calculations often give way to conflicts
and

b)

sub-optimal decisions.

Bargaining weakness

8.

These

imperfections

World countries
evaluate

lack of accumulated expertise needed in order J;

a

and

.

directions5 in

receiver and

a

among

consequence,

fact that they are only

some

the déficiences

above.

In the

flow is

usually only

transfer of

of

the

developed countries usually proceeds

particular nation is at the same tine

any

supplier of technology.

correct

ore

of

very

arely suppliers of technology.

The exchange of information

in both
a

arising from

technological alternatives and from the

receivers

9.

exacerbated by the bargaining weakness of Third

are

This two-way flow generally tends to

market

mechanism

already mentioned

technology to developing countries,, however,

one way.

In consequence,

the

the mimitations of the market

compounded against them rather than cancelled out in their favour. As

result of these

factors, they

partners in the transfer

are

process.

inherently in the position of unequal

a
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10.

It

is not

surprising if,

under these circumstances, the external

suppliers of technology have often acted
in

unscrupulous profiteering."

these days

the

to both understanding the phenomenon of technological dependence of

policy framework for concerted action

a

national, regional and international level.
Ma.jor problems of technological dependence

2c

Technological dependence is

11.

and international

ments

what R. H. Tawney called "virtuosos

Hence increasing emphasis is being placed

developing countries and working out
at

as

lack of

serious
of

technology.

of

the

transfer of

more

on

new

subject for both

govern¬

Understandably, therefore, there is

organisations.

empirical evidence
As

relatively

a

a

the major issues arising from the transfer

detailed understanding of the

process

and implications

technology to developing countries is obtained,

the actual

shape and size of the problems they have created will have to be re-defined
with

of

problem

areas

relating to technology

date-vary widely.in
the major issues

a)

Recent research in HHCTAD has

greater precision.

scope

contracts.^

identified

a

number

Although the available

and comparibility, an attempt is made here to asses

which arise from technological dependence.

Direct' costs of technological dependence
The sale of

12.

technology is especially

of charging for it are rarely,

ways

subsidiaries
transfer of

of

multinational

technology

are

if ever,

corporations,

a

complex transaction in which the

clearly stated.

most of the arrangements for the

implicit! usually, they do not form part of explicit

agreements for the transfer.

On the other hand,

transfer of technology through

licensing arrangements, entered into by joint ventures
prises in the developing countries,

agreements! but
these reasons,

of the

costs

even

here,

In the' case of

or

independent enter¬

is -usually affected through explicit

there are instances of implicit arrangements.

For

only limited progress has been made in estimating the direct

transfer.

It may be recalled that direct costs consist of the payments for the

13.

right to

use

patents, licences,

process

know-how and trademarks, and for

technical services needed at all levels from the preinvestmënt phase to the
full

4/

operation of the enterprise.

For details,
to

see

on

direct costs,

"Major Issues Arising from the Transfer of Technology

Developing Countries,"

TD/b/AC.11/10

The information available

and Add.1

Geneva,

December 1972, UÎTCTAD documents
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although still
problem.

very

inadequate does help to highlight the magnitude of the

Provisional estimates by the UWCTAD Secretariat indicate that in

1968 the developing countries paid out about $1,500 million in foreign
exhange
cent

of

these direct costs, which

on

per year,

the

to increase sixfold,

or

forecast to rise by about 20

i.e. to $9,000 million, by the end

1970s.

appreciated if they
countries.
cent
and

of

They

compared with other magnitudes in the developing

are

were

equal to

(i) 5

per

(iii) 37

chemicals!

(excluding

external public debt!

on

(v) two and

earnings; and

including

half times the domestic expenditure

a

research and development.

15.

These

indeed very high burdens.

are

They arise from the weak bargaining

position of most of the developing countries.

External enterprises succeed

obtaining effective royalty payments which

of the value of
are

as

work.

much

b)
16.

high as 10-30
some

per

cent

instances

50 times those paid to local personnel undertaking similar

as

It follows

terms

range as

sales; and salaries for their consultants, in

that

strengthening of the negotiating position of the

a

developing countries is manifestly
on

passenger

cent of the annual flow of direct private investment,

per

reinvested

cent of service payments

per

(ii) 8 per
vehicles)

cent of net investments!

imports of machinery and equipment

(iv) 5^

in

per

The relative burden of the current direct costs would be better

14.

on

are

that

fair and

are

if technology is to be obtained

necessary

competitive.

Indirect costs
So far

have only considered the

we

portion forms

a

tip of the iceberg.

much larger part of the total,

borne in various ways.

The hidden

since heavy indirect costs are

Chief amongst these being through over-pricing of

imports of intermediate products and equipment; under-pricing of intra-firm

exports; and over-capitalisation of know-how.

17.

Most of the indirect costs

amounts.
evidence

been

Muoh
can

be

developed

has been

more

indeed difficult to measure in absolute

systematic work needs

produced.
on

are

to be initiated before definitive

In the meantime,

illustrative data have recently

over-pricing of imported intermediates

-

a

practice that

closely related to "tie-in" clauses in contracts, as discussed later.

&ti@e 6
n

f
A study prepared for the third UNCTAD Conference showed that in the

18.

Colombian pharmaceutical

industry the absolute amount of "hidden" costs,

incurred through overpricing of intermediate

products, was equivalent to

6 times the royalties and 24 times the declared profits of foreign firms.
A

sample of the

products in

same

excess

and 300 per cent.

industry in Chile indicated over-pricing of imported

of 500

In

per

cent, while in Peru the

every case,

In the Andean Pact countries

Peru

nics, rubber, and chemicals.
fined to-this part

kind of practice

20.

It

in any

is

name

much

Bolivia, Chile,

Colombia, Ecuador and

industries,

including electro¬

And the phenomenon of over-pricing is not con¬

just

a

Preliminary research in Mexico,

India,

few other countries, show that the same

is occurring there also.

hard to

generalise

future attempt at making

keep in mind the following fact;
crude

-

of the world alone.

Ethiopia and Spain to

was

enterprises.-^/

similar evidence is available in other

-

between 20

the over-pricing by foreign firms

greater than that by nationally owned

19.

range was

on
a

the basis of such limited evidence. But

global estimate it is obviously important to

that in 19^9 'the developing countries imported

materials, machinery and equipment which amounted to nearly $30,000

million.

if the minimum level of

Even

apply to only

a

over-pricing indicated above were to

part of this grand total, the costs incurred by the develo¬

ping countries through over-pricing alone could indeed be quite substantial.

c)

Costs of "tying" of intermediate'imports
Almost all the countries replying to UNCTAD questionnaire on transfer

21.
of

technology

of

clauses

and spare

logy.
licence

"

were

concerned about the inclusion in contractual arrangements

tying " the purchase of intermediate products,

capital.equipment

in particular to firms supplying techno¬

parts to specific sources,

It is not often easy to identify such "tie-in" clauses.
contracts

these restrictions

are

explicity entered whereas in others

The problem of

they may be kept implicit and hence difficult to pin down.
identification

foreign firms

is
are

particularly acute where subsidiaries
involved.

In some

or

affiliates of

In these cases the extent of foreign control by

parent firms is usually such that there is often little need for written
restrictions.to appear explicity in

/

contractual agreements.

See UITCTAD document, "Policies Relating to the Transfer of Technology of
the

Countries

of

Junta del Acuerdo

the Andean Pact:
de

their foundations,"

Cartagena, November 1971,

TD/107.

a

study by the

22.

Where contractual agreements

single

source

of
a

of supply,

exploiting the full

"tie" part

or

all of the inputs to

developing countries-'are deprived of the possibility

range

of market opportunities and they

price structure determined by the -unique: supplier,

thus

result

in

a

a

are

faced with

Tied-purchase provisions

monopoly control of the supply ,of equipment and other inputs

by foreign enterprises, which enables them to over-prioe items .purchased
through them.

Such practices constitute à "hidden" cost

<pf the transfer of

technology, the effects of which-are not dissimilar to those of "aid-tying".

d)

Restrictions

on

exports

Clauses in contracts explicitly limiting exports constitutes another

23.

qf the major problems encountered by the developing countries.'

An URCTAD

study suggests that between 75 and 99 per cent.of a sample of contracts in
six Latin American countries

contained export restrictive clauses.

evidence is also available for
and Africa.

In

some

cases

a

Similar

number of other developing countries in Asia

exports were totally prohibited, while in others

they.were permitted to certain countries aftd prohibited to others.
Quite clearly,

24..

ping countries,

these limitations ..impose severe burdens on the develo¬

especially with regards to their exports in manufactures.

Moreover, some of them, by limiting export possibilities constrain the efforJ
of

regional economic co-operation and the benefits to he gained from the

introduction of the

e)

Other limitations

25.
"be
ate

of

Generalised System of Preferences.

There

are

mentioned

on

the

access

to technology

■■

various other elements of adverse current practices that ma

only in passing.

These include

(i)

the excessive use of expatr

personnel in key managerial and technical positions and the discouragemc
local Research and

Development

(R and D) capabilities which limit the

dynamic effects of thé' transfer process;.
priate technology, and

protection

(iii) limitations

(ii) the transfer of
on

competition by acquiring tariff

privileges preventing rival firms,, domestic and foreign

or

inapj

wrong or

,

froc

competing in the domestic market.,
26.

that adverse

viated
been

self evident that immediate action is needed to ensure

It is perhaps

or

effects,

removed.

agreed to,

in resolution

third session.

on

developing countries, of these limitations are alii

Many of the necessary- elements of such action have alre^

in principle, in various UÎTCTAD resolutions and

39(ill), which

was

particular!;

unanimously adopted -by the Conference at i
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Main lines of action

3.

27.
to

As reviewed above,

the costs

-

*

Jv'-

r:

direct, indirect and non-quantifiable

the.developing countries of their technological dependence'are
The choice between absolute external dependence

indeed.
it alone"

is

plainly

-crucial choice to be guided mostly by

a

thus not

issues

have

-

heavy

very

and mainly "going

empty argument as it is sometimes presumed.

an

metic^. and perhaps some economics.
clearer the

^

common sense,

It is

simple arith¬

It is not surprising, therefore, that the

become, the stronger have been the pressures for

national, regional and international action.

a)

National action by developing countries

28.

Many attempts have been made since World War II to' deal with these

problems through the adoption of special laws, regulations, executive policies,
administrative, directives,
often covered

wide

a

general guidelines, and

These actions have

so on.

field, including industrial property (specifically

patent) laws, regulations dealing with foreign investment, foreign exchange,
import controls, and the implementation of development plans.
this-mosaic of

regulatory provisions and the machinery for their administra¬

tion have not

always proved

been taken

an

to

on

Understandably,

very

ad hoe basis.

successful.
Their

Most of these

measures

have

implementation is usually handed

over

separate ministries and agencies, which frequently operate in a spirit of

total non-communication with each other.

It is only recently that consciousness has been growing concerning the

29.

need for the co-ordinated
of national

implementation of these pol-ici-os -in the framework

development plans.

connected with the transfer of

30.

India enacted

-a

new

Some attempts to deal with specific problems

technology

usefully be.indicated.

patent law in 1970» and national policies on the

transfer of technology are now being
the

subject.

new

industrial property code,

During 1971»

may

implemented through guidelines issued

Colombia adopted

a new

commercial code, Brazil

while Argentina created

licensing and know-how agreements.

a

on

a

national registry

on

The five countries .in the Andean Pact

generally follow the statute adopted by the Comision de Acuerdo de Cartagena
towards

the

end of

197P» and widely known

policy towards foreign investment,
ties.

Venezuela is

guidelines.

as

Decision 24»

concerning a common

trademarks, patents, licences, and royal¬

joining the Pact, and is expected to' accept these same
" •"

